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Reviewer’s report:

A well written case report.

Important (probably) rare (sports) injury that has not got much attention in the sportsmedicine literature.

Given the difficulty for recognising it and the well written case report with detailed practical guidelines for a clinician this article is apt for publication.

I only have some detailed remarks that may improve the article.

Since the readers of BMC sports science have in general no background on vascular medicine you may improve the article by some more explanation.

eg figure 1 Can you also add a figure with the normal situation and explain the difference
also figure 2 Can you also add a figure with the normal situation and explain the difference
page 2 line 45 can you describe the venous drainage position in more detail
page 7 and figure 3 I think you can explain it a bit better and leave room for overlap. This will add the clinical usefulness of the article.

maybe first step does it appear at exercise and disappear at rest.

second step relief after venous drainage (no = suspect for arterial disease yes suspect for compartment and posttrombolic)

second step differentiation compartment syndrome -post trombotic syndrome end potentially also overlap (posttrombolic also swelling and location of pain) potentially there is overlap since venous obstruction may increase compartment pressures.

The treatment was done with venous stenting.
page 7 line 45-46. Please explain a bit more the benefits and risks at the long term. How long are the patency rates ..., how long is anticoagulation necessary. In the current wording potentially you are over optimistic concerning benefits and risks.
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